Purpose -The purpose of this paper is to propose an agent-based condition monitoring system for use in industrial applications. An intelligent maintenance agent is described that is able to autonomously perform necessary actions and/or aid a human in the decision-making process. An example is presented as a case-study from manufacturing of industrial robots. Design/methodology/approach -The paper is mainly based on a case-study performed at a large multi-national company aiming to explore the usefulness of case-based experience reuse in production. Findings -This paper presents a concept of case-based experience reuse in production. A maintenance agent using a case-based reasoning (CBR) approach to collect, preserve and reuse available experience in the form of sound recordings exemplifies this concept. Sound from normal and faulty robot gearboxes are recorded during the production end test and stored in a case library together with their diagnosis results. Given an unclassified sound signal, relevant cases are retrieved to aid a human in the decision-making process. The maintenance agent demonstrated good performance by making right judgments in 91 per cent of all the tests, which is better than an inexperienced technician. Practical implications -Experienced staffs acquire their experience during many years of practice and sometimes also through expensive mistakes. The acquired experience is difficult to preserve and transfer and it often gets lost if the corresponding personnel leave their job due to retirements, etc. The proposed CBR approach to collect, preserve and reuse the available experience enables a large potential for time and cost savings, predictability and reduced risk in the daily work. The paper exemplifies experience reuse for quality improvement in production using a number of methods and techniques from artificial intelligence. Originality/value -The main focus of this paper is to show how to perform efficient experience reuse in modern production industry to improve quality of products. Two approaches are used: a case-study describing an example of experience reuse in production using a fault diagnosis system recognizing and diagnosing audible faults on industrial robots and an efficient approach on how to package such a system using the agent paradigm and agent architecture.
Introduction
Society has moved from the industrial age to the knowledge age, where information and experience are one of the most valuable resources. This is also becoming increasingly obvious in production industry, how well a production company reuse experience and integrate new knowledge and research results into their production may both be one of the key factors for success as well as a major long-term survival factor. Research is rapidly moving forward in the area of condition monitoring and diagnostics (Mba and Rao, 2005) , but production companies not following progress in research and integrating research results into their production when results are ripe for commercial deployments take a serious risk. A large part of a company's knowledge and experience is also produced by human mistakes and often costly incidents. When engineers need to make a decision to prevent or correct, they often encounter the information overload problem (Mangina, 2005) . Human information overload is also a serious issue, especially when quality of information is difficult to judge, faulty, or missing. Although valuable experience in the same or similar situation may be available from a phone call away, such information is rarely found when needed. Bengtsson et al. (2007) states that "experience reuse, in even the simplest form of, e.g. checklists, and subjective monitoring" is helpful. It is increasingly difficult to meet customers' demands, requiring increased production quality, flexibility, reliability and fast delivery times is a major challenge for industry. These requirements make product development and manufacturing increasingly complex.
In this research, we explore how methods and techniques from artificial intelligence can be used to enable systematize in production industry. Large companies have reduced their technical support costs with up to 33 per cent by deploying methods and techniques from artificial intelligence (Cheetham, 2006) .
In this study, we focus on agents-based technology and case-based reasoning (CBR). Intelligent agents offers a concept and framework enabling flexible interactions with agents, systems and humans. An agent may also have knowledge on what the engineers currently are working on and what knowledge they have in order to offer better support and identify relevant knowledge and experience, e.g. past solved cases, documentations, preventive maintenances (PMs), etc.
CBR is an efficient method to identify past experience in the form of cases that may help to solve the current problem. Intelligent agents deploying CBR enable the agents to gain experience by collecting past solved cases, adapt them to current problem and context, e.g. the experience level of the technician. By identifying similar situations, transfer relevant information and experience, and adapt these cases to the current situation will both transfer knowledge and help this decision process. Some decisions can be made autonomously by the agent in critical situations if no technician is close by. CBR solutions may also reduce costs for technical support since technicians often need considerably less time the second time they encounter a similar problem. But even access to the case containing the solution to a similar problem saves often considerable time according to the technicians.
Using intelligent agents for monitoring is an important path to the next generation of monitoring systems (Mangina, 2005) . We suggest that the following reasons are valuable properties in an agent-based approach for condition monitoring, agents:
. enable decentralization of decisions and reduction of complexity;
. enable localized expertise and experience reuse; JQME 15,2
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. enable learning and experience sharing between agents with similar tasks;
. can be implemented to collaborate with other agents and humans; and . are able to make informed decisions on what actions to take or when to verify actions or interact with humans.
There are already research prototypes demonstrating the value of agents-based monitoring systems in industrial applications (Pirttioja et al., 2005) .
Intelligent agents
In this section, we give a brief introduction to agents and also motivate why the agent concept is suitable for the domain of condition monitoring. There are a number of different definitions of agents, but the difference for practical applications are often less important, the definitions are often based on the fact that agent research often is application oriented and having a particular applications in mind may lead to slightly different definitions (Franklin and Graesser, 1997) . Russel and Norvig (1995) state that "an agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors". A pure reactive system like a thermostat would meet this basic definition, but most definition also includes social skills (communication) and some "intelligent" behaviour, e.g. ability to pro-activeness, learning and predicting. An agent's goals or desires may be to decrease maintenance costs without reducing reliability and life expectancy. Wooldridge and Jennings (1995) define agents to be computer systems that have properties such as:
. social abilities; and . reactivity and pro-activeness.
In the context of condition monitoring, the agent perceives the environment through one or more sensors. Additional information about the environment may also be acquired through communication with other agents or systems (a system may be given an agent wrapper to enable uniform communication). An agent's ability to influence its environment may in the context of condition monitoring be to operate a valve/switch or adjust a process. An action may also be to communicate with some other agents or human, e.g. a technician close by and ask for help to carry out some preventive or corrective needs.
The maintenance agent A maintenance agent is specialized in interpreting data from the device it is connected to. Figure 1 shows the outline of a maintenance agent in its environment. The agent observes its environment through one or more sensors. Additional information about the environment may also be acquired through communication with other agents or systems. The agent may have some basic domain knowledge about when to bring the findings to the attention of a human and when to shut down a process. The agent also has social skills to communicate its findings. It may also ask for additional information to make a final decision and it has facilities to receive appropriate feedback (Funk et al., 2006) . Handling groups of sensors with a dependency between measurements enabling sensor agents to collaborate and learn from experience, resulting in more reliable Agent-based monitoring using CBR performance. Maintenance agents may also improve their performance, e.g. recalibrate sensors if needed, or determine if sensors are faulty. Similar sensors may also share experience enabling them to avoid repetition of similar failures or make estimates on their reliability.
Factors affecting decisions by agents
In an agent-based approach, a critical issue is the agent's decision whether to take a certain action autonomously or to collaborate with humans (technician/economist) in problem solving. For this decision, a number of factors have to be considered. Some of them are domain dependent and also dependent on the reasoning method applied by the agent, since different methods and techniques enable more or less informed decision making. CBR systems have some desirable properties enabling an informed decision. These systems make reasoning in terms of similarity, confidence and usefulness. These are important for agents as well as humans during a decision-making process. The most central measurement in CBR systems is similarity, i.e. how similar a previous case is to the current situation and also reflecting how well the previous solution can be reused in the current situation. Some adaptation of the solution may be needed. If all the symptoms and conditions are identical between the current situation and the case from the case library, the same solution can be reused without modifications. Otherwise, even if a good matching case is found, other factors may influence the decision and the agent may decide to either doing nothing or applying/adapting a solution case further down the similarity ranking list or apply multiple solutions. Other factors the agent may take into account to make an informed and final decision are given below. Some of the most central factors in the context of maintenance are (not given in priority order):
. how similar is the case to the current situation;
. track record of how successful the case was in the past;
. the confidence in the case and its solution given a current situation;
. the benefit of a case (how efficiently the solution solves the problem);
. the cost of implementing the solution correctly;
. the consequences/costs, short-term/long-term if the agent/human is idle by taking no action; and . the consequences/costs if the proposed solution in the case is wrongly deployed. The track record of a case (factor 2) is important since a good matching case may have a less good track record and other statistics appearing against it. The confidence in a case (factor 3) may depend on the nature of the cases in the case library that are similar to the current situation. For example, if there are many similar cases nearby the same solution, the confidence grows. But if there are surrounding cases with a very different solution, the confidence in the most similar case may be reduced. The benefit of a case (factor 4) may also have a large influence on which case is selected, e.g. one case may have a solution fixing the problem temporarily while other cases offer long-term solution. Factors 5-7 are cost-and risk-related factors. They have a major influence on the selection of the final case and also if an expert should be included in the decision process. These factors should reflect company policy, current economical situation and also laws and regulations. An example would be that a specific well-matching case is the best matching case, and there is a high confidence and success rate connected to the case, but the solution in the case increases the risk of hazardous leakage damaging the environment, and environmental regulations may forbid this and may give the company unacceptable negative publicity. It may be argued that some of these factors may be included into the case descriptions and similarity measurement, but since many of them change with time and are complex in themselves, we propose that for monitoring and diagnostic tasks in industry it may be an advantage and lead to reduced complexity if these factors are handled separately in the decision process or decision support process instead of completely integrating them into the CBR system.
Designing and building agent-based systems using artificial intelligence In this section, we give an example of an agent-based maintenance system both able to perform corrective maintenance, PM, and condition-based maintenance (CBM) (possibly with help of other agents and technicians). Agents are being implemented with a wide variety of different techniques; both using traditional software engineering methods and techniques such as object-oriented programming and artificial intelligence methods and techniques such as artificial neural networks or CBR. CBR (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994) offers an alternative to implement intelligent diagnosis systems for real-world applications (Nilsson et al., 2003) . Motivated by the doctrine that similar situations lead to similar outcomes, CBR fits well to classify the current new sensor signals based on experiences of past categorizations. The main strength lies in the fact that it enables directly reusing concrete examples in history and consequently eases the knowledge acquisition bottleneck (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994 ). An example of an agent using CBR is shown in Figure 2 . The sensor signal is pre-processed, compared with the case library based on domain dependent similarity matching; the best matching cases are adapted to the current situation and suggested as solution to a human.
Prototype agent-based fault diagnosis system based on sensor signals and CBR -a case study Abnormality of industrial machines can be reflected by some key states during their operation. Using sensor technology, it is possible to detect and measure the values of these system states and their profiles. We can then process and analyse the collected sensor signals in order to find out hidden symptoms. The received signals are processed by wavelet analysis (Bachman, 2000) , in order to filter out noise and at the Agent-based monitoring using CBR same time to extract a group of related features that constitutes a reduced representation of the original signal. The derived feature vector is then compared with the known cases in the case library with its neighboring cases sorted out. The agent system can, based on the symptoms reason about the class of fault associated with the machine or make prediction about what potential problem is likely to occur in a near future. A general system structure for this purpose is shown in Figure 3 , which includes signal filtering, feature extraction, and pattern classifier as its important component.
As a case study, we applied the proposed approach to diagnosis of industrial robots manufactured by a large company in Sweden. The prototype system developed for this purpose is shown in Figure 3 . Sound signals are gathered from the robot to be tested via a microphone device and then transmitted to the computer for pre-processing. The pre-processing is tasked to filter out or remove unwanted noise as well as identify period information from a sound profile. Subsequently, sound features are extracted from the frequency domain and they are assembled into a feature vector as a condensed representation of the original sound signal. Classification of the feature vector is performed based upon previously classified sound descriptions in the case library. The experiments have shown that this system is able to successfully diagnose faults in an industrial robot based on a low number of previous examples. The system is able to successfully diagnose faults in an industrial robot based on sound recordings (six recordings from faulty robots and 24 recordings from normal robots are used in the evaluation).
It is worth mentioning that the above prototype system has some similarities with the open system architecture for condition-based maintenance -OSA-CBM (Thurston, 2001) . That architecture suggests that a CBM system be divided into seven modules (Bengtsson, 2003) including sensors, signal processing, condition monitoring, diagnosis, prognosis, decision support and presentation. The system presented here in this paper has microphone as sensor module and pre-processing and feature extraction steps as signal processing module in correspondence to the OSA-CBM architecture. In addition, the case-based classification in Figure 4 also serves as a condition monitoring module by detecting and identifying deviations in sound profiles. Figure 5 shows the system transfered to OSA-CBM standard.
Signal pre-processing and feature extraction Sounds of robots in industrial environments typically contain unwanted noise. Signal pre-processing is used to purify the original signal by removing unwanted components such as noise and/or to enhance components related to the condition of the object such that more reliable diagnosis results will be warranted. Noise can be caused internally by various parts in the diagnosed object or externally by disturbance from surroundings which is added to the sensor data received. Feature extraction is purported to identify characteristics of the sensor signals as useful symptoms for further analysis. This stage is critical for fault diagnosis in many industrial applications. In order to supply the pattern classifier with a moderate number of inputs for effective analysis and reasoning, representative features from the sensor signals Agent-based monitoring using CBR have to be extracted. Algorithms used for classification can easily be misguided if presented with data of to high dimension. For example, the k-nearest neighbor algorithm which is often used for case-based classification performs best on smaller dimensions with less than 20 attributes (Mitchell, 1997) . We deal with signal pre-processing and feature extraction by applying wavelet analysis (Bachman, 2000) . Wavelet transforms are popular in many engineering and computing fields for solving real-life application problems. Wavelets can model irregular data patterns, such as impulse sound elements better than the Fourier transform. In a related paper (Olsson et al., 2004a, b) , we experimentally verified that, under certain circumstances of strong background noise, wavelet outperforms Fourier transform in supplying distinguishable feature vectors between different faults for case-based classification. The signal f(t) will be represented as a weighted sum of the wavelets c(t) and the scaling function w(t) by:
where c(t) is the mother wavelet and w(t) is the scaling function. In principle, a wavelet function can be any function witch positive and negative areas canceling out. That means a wavelet function has to meet the following condition:
Dilations and translations of the mother wavelet function define an orthogonal basis of the wavelets as expressed by:
where variables s and l are integers that scale and dilate the mother function c(t) to generate other wavelets belonging to the Daubechies wavelet family. The scale index s indicates the wavelet's width, and the location index l gives its position. The mother function is rescaled, or "dilated" by powers of two and translated by integers. To span the data domain at different resolutions, the analyzing wavelet is used in a scaling equation as following:
where w(t) is the scaling function for the mother function c(t), and c k are the wavelet data values. The coefficients {c 0 , . . . , c n } can be seen as a filter. The filter or coefficients are placed in a transformation matrix, which is applied to a raw data vector ( Figure 5 ). The coefficients are ordered using two dominant patterns, one works as a smoothing filter (like a moving average), and the other works to bring out the "detail" information from the data. The wavelet coefficient matrix is applied to the input data vector. The matrix is applied in a hierarchical algorithm, sometimes called a pyramidal algorithm. The wavelet data values are arranged so that odd rows contain an ordering of wavelet data values that act as the smoothing filter, and the even rows contain an ordering of wavelet coefficients with different signs that act to bring out the data's detail. The matrix is first applied to the original, full-length vector. Figure 6 shows an example of a data vector consisting of eight samples. The samples can be any type of data; sensor signals from various process applications, stock market curves, etc. In this paper, the samples are acoustic signals from a gearbox of an industrial robot. The data vector are smoothed and decimated by half and the matrix is applied again (Figure 7) .
Then the smoothed, halved vector is smoothed, and halved again, and the matrix applied once more. This process continues until a trivial number of "smooth-smooth-smooth [. . .]" data remain (Figure 8 ).
This system uses the wavelet packet transform algorithm. It is a computer implementation of the discrete wavelet transform. It uses the Daubechies (1988) mother wavelet, scaling function and wavelet coefficients. The result of the pyramidal algorithm is a tree of smoothed data values (Figure 8 ). Each collection of smoothed data values (node in the tree) can be seen as a "time-frequency-packet". Each "time-frequency-packet" can be seen as a filtered version of the original data samples. As an example, the left "packet" in Figure 7 can be seen as a low-pass filtered version of the original data and the right "packet" in Figure 7 can be seen as a high-pass filtered version of the original data. The leaves of the tree can be seen as high-and low-pass units of length 2 0 . The depth of the tree is determined from the length of the input data. If the input data are of length 2 n the depth of the tree will be n. A suitable collection of "time-frequency-packets" can be selected by taking a cross-section of the tree at an arbitrary depth. Each sibling in the cross-section of the tree is spanning the entire time of the original data set. This means that going deeper in the tree produces at better resolution in frequency but a poorer resolution in time. The best compromise between time and frequency resolution is to take a cross-section in the tree Agent-based monitoring using CBR were the length of each sibling is the same as the number of siblings in the cross-section. At a given depth n and with original data size S, the length of a sibling (or leaf) is S/2 n and the number of siblings is 2 n . The wavelet packet algorithm offers the basis for the pre-processing and feature extraction processes. The input signal is first divided into windows of discrete time steps. Each window is then passed to the wavelet packet algorithm resulting in a wavelet "packet tree" as shown in Figure 8 . The wavelet data values from a cross-section of the wavelet packet tree are then passed to the feature extraction process.
Our system uses normalized wavelet data values as features. The values are selected from a cross-section of the wavelet packet tree. Gear defects often show their presence as sharp peaks or dips in the sound. Such peaks or dips can be spotted in some dominant wavelet data values in certain packets in the cross-section of the wavelet packet tree. The feature extraction component examines the wavelet data values and extracts one dominant value from each packet in a cross-section at an arbitrary depth. In Figure 9 , the grey area shows a cross-section at level 2 in the tree. The chosen coefficients are those that are marked as bold. They are chosen because they are the dominant values in each packet in that cross-section.
Frequency-based features characterize sensor signals according to their amplitudes under significant frequencies. As many fundamental signal analysis methods are available to yield frequency spectra, we seem to have more solid basis for extracting features based on frequency than for deriving time-based features. We thus adopt frequency-based features as descriptors of condition parts of cases in our research. Generally, a vector of frequency-based features is formulated as:
where Amp( f i ) denotes the function of amplitude which depends on frequency f i and n is the number of frequencies in consideration. A feature vector is assembled from these dominant wavelet values. A feature vector forms a cross-section of wavelet data values at level n in the wavelet packet tree containing 2 n features. This system is dynamic and can assemble vectors from all depths of the tree.
Case-based classification using extracted features After the features have been extracted from sensor signals, we perform CBR to make classification of the current fault using known cases in the case library. Figure 10 shows an overall illustration for this procedure, which consists of the following two steps: The matching algorithm calculates the Euclidian distance between the case that is to be classified and those cases previously stored in the case library. The distance function uses the feature vectors along with a set of weights defined on the features. Such weights c j are incorporated into the distance calculation, as indicated in equation (6), to reflect different importance of different features:
The classification of robot sound is based on the above-matching function. The result of matching yields a scored list of the most similar cases. This list can be presented to responsible technicians as decision support for their further evaluation. An alternative is to derive a voting score for every class involved in the retrieved list of similar cases and then the final decision is settled upon the class exhibiting the highest voting score (Olsson et al., 2004a, b) . It is worthwhile to mention that the performance of our CBR system is improved each time when a new classified case is injected into the case library. The system can thereafter be tested with sounds from other robots previously classified by experts so as to estimate its accuracy. If the accuracy is estimated to be adequate, this CBR system can then be applied to diagnosing robot faults for practical usage.
Sound classification and results
Sounds from 24 healthy and six faulty robots were collected to enable case-based classification of conditions of robots. Two types of faults need to be recognized in the experiments hereafter called faults 1 and 2. A notch on the big gear wheel in the gearbox causes fault 1. This fault is hearable and is characterized by a low-frequency impulse sound in the middle of the rotation of the axis. Fault 2 is caused due to a slack between the gear wheels in the gearbox and can be heard as bumps at the end of each rotation. A feature vector is assembled with peak wavelet coefficients taken from Agent-based monitoring using CBR different depths in a wavelet package tree (Bachman, 2000) and it is then matched with the previously inserted cases in the case library. The prototype system demonstrated quite good performance by making right judgements in 91 per cent of the all tests (see further down). Table I displays a ranked list of the three best matching cases in the case library according to the similarity values calculated. As can be seen from the table, a previously diagnosed notch fault recording is deemed to be the most similar case thereby making the strongest recommendation to classify the probe situation into notch fault. The cases ranked the second (case no. 12) and the third (case no. 4) are descriptions classified as normal in the case library. This list of the most similar cases can be presented to human operators as decision support. We also investigated the classification accuracy in relation with different feature vector sizes in order to assess the smallest number of features that still produce good classification performance. The diagram in Figure 11 shows the relation between the classification error rate and the number of features. The upper curve in the figure shows the results when only top 1 case was considered for solution fusion. The curve below in the diagram shows the classification results when the top three cases were considered. When only the nearest case was considered, the system produced a classification rate of 91 per cent. When the three nearest cases were considered, the classification rate of the system rose to 99 per cent.
Conclusions
Artificial Intelligence offers a number of methods and techniques, which offers potential benefits if harnessed properly. The Agent paradigm and agent architecture is one of these. In combination with other methods such as CBR, the potential for building valuable systems for monitoring and maintenance is argued to be large and enable valuable properties, sometimes difficult to achieve with a traditional software Table I . A ranking of the most similar cases for the sound profile architectures and engineering. This is exemplified with a system that we have implemented in the area of industrial machine diagnostics. The case-study shows that the concept of intelligent agents in combination with CBR offer a potential of increased production quality, flexibility, reliability and fast delivery times in production industry. Agents may enable improved decision making since they can be designed to learn from experience, use and transfer experience relevant to the current situations, collaborate with other agents, systems and humans. This enables flexible and modular maintenance systems where different suppliers can deliver agents, developed to be experts in a specific tasks. Most of the different parts needed for an agent-based maintenance approach have been shown to work in different research projects and case studies. To bring the benefits of agent-based maintenance systems to industry the first issue is to spread knowledge and understanding of the agent paradigm and its strengths and weaknesses. Also spreading information on successful research projects where the agent paradigm is used, or where the agent paradigm has been used as a thought concept for ideas, implementation and functionality is important. But industry does not need to wait for an industry standard framework for maintaining agents; thinking in terms of agents already gives a number of advantages in system design and development, and may lead to valuable features and functionality that may not have been thought of without this framework of thoughts.
